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In this paper, a new hybrid computational procedure utilizing the element free Galerkin method
(EFGM) and the finite element method (FEM) for electromagnetic field analysis is proposed. It is well
known that for problems which include moving objects or objects which change their shape, such as in
shape optimi-zation, the FEM is not the best solution. For such problem the FEM always requires
remeshing of a part of the entire analysis domain which is computationally very expensive. We have
recently proposed a new computational approach based on the EFGM which requires only nodal and
boundary condition data to solve for the unknown field. Although free of mesh generation problems, this
EFGM exhibits low accura-cy if the nodal disposition is not uniform, and longer computation time than
the ordinary FEM. To use the advantageous of both EFG-FE method, we developed a new hybrid method.
In this paper, the proposed hybrid method is verified using several examples.























































































































































































Table.1 Input data of square coil model
手法 混合解析法 FEM
ケース a b -
総節点数 540 660 540
FEM領域の要素数 894 894 992
EFGM領域の節点数 49 169 -
混合解析法のケース a は、FEM と総節点数を同
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Fig.4 Model with movable coil
(a) Hybrid (b) FEMFig.5 Magnetic flux density distribution andmagnetic flux lines
FEM と混合解析法による磁束密度分布と磁束
線図を Fig.5に、計算時間を Table.4に示す。
































































Fig.7 Eddy current density
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